
Impacts and insights from our 
most ambitious program to 
date



The curbside pick up 
chipper program enabled 
Marin residents to 
conveniently remove 
thousands of cubic yards 
of flammable vegetation.  
The program increased the 
public’s awareness of the 
need to create fire adapted 
communities.







 

There are approximately 20,000 residences within 
Marin's 70 Firewise communities. Based on FSM's 
past experience managing chipper programs, it 
was estimated that approximately 10% of homes in 
a given community would participate in a curbside 
program. Once contracted, a chipping crew is able 
to pick up, chip and dispose of qualified vegetation 
from approximately 30 homes per day. The initial 
budget  allowed FSM to provide one time curb 
service to approximately 2000 residences (10% of 
Firewise) utilizing two contracted crews each 
making 30 pick ups per day. 

In addition, the original budget enabled FSM to 
provide two crew days – each making 30 stops – to 
each of the 17 MWPA member agencies. Assuming 
a 10% participation rate, this allowed potential 
service to an additional 50o non-Firewise homes in 
each of the 17 MWPA jurisdictions.   However, 
agencies frequently chose to utilize the additional 
days to remove hazardous vegetation from public 
land.
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The program started in the  Ross Valley because 
FSM had  conducted many chipping programs in 
this area and this experience gave the best 
opportunity to beta test the program. 

Based on history and experience from previous 
years, the program needed to optimize design 
around three critical areas: 
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FIRESafe MARIN developed the first chipper 
program proposal in March 2020. 

Funding was approved by the MWPA on June 18. 
The first chipper pick ups took place in the Town 
of Ross on July 6.  The program was extended by 
the MWPA on September  17.  The program 
concluded on December 1.



The kickoff to define requirements was 
held on June 10th.  Registration to 
residents was available on June 29th 
and processed 68 registrations in the 
first 24 hours.

iPads were issued to the field crews on 
July 9th.



 

● Create and manage events, track crews (in 
real-time), and review performance.

● Event management includes defining 
parameters including geographical 
boundaries (firewise, town, etc), date(s), 
reviewing registrations and clearing waitlist 
and/or manually adding residents.

● Crew tracking provided real-time updates 
(assuming cell coverage for crews) to view 
progress and photos.



Reporting interface provided data on 
each event for feedback to the 
organizers and community.

Analysis of trends helped improved 
messaging and program updates 
throughout the season.

Insights by neighborhood will improve 
future program planning as it relates 
to anticipated participation levels, 
volume and even cancellations.

 

● Reporting interface provided data on each 
event for feedback to the organizers and 
community.

● Analysis of trends helped improved 
messaging and program updates throughout 
the season.

● Insights by neighborhood will improve future 
program planning as it relates to anticipated 
participation levels, volume and even 
cancellations.



 

● Optimal routing of all the curb pick ups for 
the day.

● Enable pictures to be taken of each pile.

● Capture data on size of pile.

● Allow Program Administrators to share notes 
about specific events and addresses.

● Include edge cases such as reservation but 
no pile, non-compliant materials, & ad hoc 
pick up (no reservation but crew noticed pile).



 

● Create a common landing page for the 
county (chipperday.com/marin) allowing 
residents to register for upcoming events.  

● Residents are able to enter their address and 
register for an upcoming event.  If an event is 
full then a registration is placed on the 
waitlist.

● Automated email to confirm registration, 
reminder sent before event (with ability to 
cancel) and post event survey.



Two trusted partners with exceptional track 
records join the 2020 program.

FIRESafe MARIN had been working with World Tree Co. 
and The Tree Man for several years.  Due to the short 
time between program approval and chipping season, 
FSM selected these two contractors for the program 
based on their previous performance and reliability.  

Furthermore, there was a shortage of available chipper 
contractors due to the fact that mid-summer is the high 
point for seasonal vegetation management work.
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Heightened concerns about wildfire combined with 
mobility limitations imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic 
allowed many residents and property owners to devote 
extra time and effort removing flammable vegetation. 

As a result, FSM requested additional funding of 
$230,000 from the MWPA’s unallocated funds to 
continue the chipper program through December 1, 
2020. This request correlated with NOAA’s projection of 
dry winter weather patterns into December 2020.



The FSM contractors made ___ curbside pickups and 
approximately 120 trips to the disposal site substantially 
reducing vehicle carbon emissions. 

In the absence of a curbside chipping program, 
homeowners have no choice other than to hire a landscape 
contractor to clear and remove vegetation or utilize a 
private vehicle to take material for disposal.   In either case, 
material is loaded into a truck and taken to disposal site, 
often taking multiple trips.  A typical landscaper’s pickup 
truck with extended sides for height can hold 
approximately 5 cubic yards of material. To remove the 
approximately 15,000 cubic yards collected, several 
thousand pickup trips would have been required to dispose 
of the vegetation. Our trucks required only 180 trips to the 
disposal site.

3,000+



Leveraging Existing Infrastructure

First, 

Second,

Third,

West Marin is unique.

Firewise Site Outreach Creates the Demand for 
Reservations
The darker purple shaded part of the map is the active 
Firewise site of Hidden Valley NRG (HVNRG). It is within 
the lighter shaded neighborhood of Chapman Park. The 
housing density is uniform throughout the map. The 
green and grey pins indicate pile pick up locations. The 
increased  number of pins within HVNRG  illustrate how 
an active firewise community creates the demand for 
reservations which arguably also can be seen to spill 
outside HVNRG borders.

(Comparing First Event vs. Second Event)

Follow Up Chipper Event Creates Higher Participation 
Rates
The week after a chipper event, FSM contacted the 
Firewise site to let them know how many reservations 
were made and how many cubic yards were removed 
from their site. Three general themes from these 
conversations are how to better promote the next 
chipper event, how to reach more neighbors, and always 
if FSM can increase the allowed pile size.  Sites that were 
provided additional event days were chosen because 
they had significant community engagement as shown 
by registration demand, waitlist numbers, and cubic 
yardage removed  from their first event.   

The Town of Ross is a good example of a smaller town 
that is better able to engage their community resulting in 
greater participation in the chipper program. 



FSM follows up with Firewise sites reminding 
them to resend chipper event reminders to 
their residents--especially if the chipper event 
reservations are lacking.  Regularly, Firewise 
volunteers take it upon themselves to reach 
out and ask how many registrations they have 
and if they should promote their event further.  

Chipper guidelines:
FSM provides a  “Chipper 
Guidelines” newsletter template for 
both Firewise sites and agencies 
that can be modified for the 
chipper event location and date. 
These guidelines can then be 
distributed as an attachment in an 
email to the Firewise residents, put 
in a town newsletter, and posted on 
a community board or other public 
posting area.  The door hanger 
version allows firewise volunteers 
to print and leave them at 
residents’ doorsteps.

West Marin:
The Pt. Reyes radio station, 
KWMR, is the information hub 
of West Marin. KWMR invited 
FSM to do a live PSA on the 
upcoming Inverness and Pt. 
Reyes November chipper 
events.

Design note: put 
contrasting 
black border 
around this sign 
so it “pops” 

Social media (Next Door)
FSM’s reservation portal serves as a 
promotional tool.  It invites people to 
input their address to determine if and 
when they have a chipper event and 
lists the guidelines of the chipper 
program.  It also provides an 
instructional video on “Making a 
Chipper Pile.” Once registered for an 
event, the site will send out an alert of 
future chipper events--even in 
subsequent years.

SURVEY INSIGHT
How did you hear 
about the chipping 
program?

CHIPPER TRUCK 
MAGNETS
Both chipper trucks did 
their daily chipper routes 
with the eye catching 
24”x24”magnetic signs on 
both sides of their trucks





1. Admin. checks in with 
the crews via text or phone 
call to confirm day’s 
chipper route and to 
answer any questions.

2. The two crews set off on 
their separate routes or 
they begin on opposite 
ends of the same route.

3. The administrator 
spends time responding to 
a steady stream of emails, 
phone calls, and a few 
texts regarding resident 
and agency chipper 
questions, requests, and 
issues throughout the day.

4. The administrator 
remains in contact with the 
crews throughout the 
chipping day to address 
crew questions and 
customer service matters.

5. Crews unload the chips 
as needed, If they can, 
crews broadcast chips on 
site. For the five month 
program, approximately 
180 trips to the disposal 
site were made.

Admin

Chipper crews

Chipper truck

residence

residence

New enquiries





 





The vast majority of participants were enthusiastic about the 
program.  Of the small percentage that gave it a low score 
about ⅓ left a positive comment causing us to believe they 
selected this rating in error.  

As an example this resident from San Rafael scored it 1 out of 5 
and left this feedback: 
“So grateful you do this for residents. Truly appreciate it.” 

Of the remaining negative feedback it roughly split evenly 
across 3 points:

1) Found the pile size limits too small: 

“Great program, in rural areas such as Point Reyes a bigger vegetation amount 
would help.”

2) Some variation of believing their pile was missed*:

“They failed to pick up my pile. I had 10 pieces 8' long with no foliage so 
potentially they didn't see it.” 

3) Didn’t get access or found out about it too late:

“I can understand if I was too late to get into the first group. I'm on a waiting list 
so will there be another pick up?”

SURVEY INSIGHT

n=919    We had a very high response rate to the post event survey with positive 
comments and some good suggestions to improve the program next season.

*The survey was sent out on the first day of an event- meaning many were picked up later but they 
thought they were missed.  We adjusted messaging and this helped reduce this issue.

The vast majority of participants were enthusiastic about the 
program.  Of the small percentage that gave it a low score about 
⅓ left a positive comment causing us to believe they selected 
this rating in error.  As an example this resident from San Rafael 
scored it 1 out of 5 and left this feedback: 

“So grateful you do this for residents. Truly appreciate it.” 

Of the remaining negative feedback it roughly split evenly across 
3 points:

1.  
“Great program, in rural areas such as Point Reyes a bigger 
vegetation amount would help.”

“They failed to pick up my pile. I had 10 pieces 8' long with no 
foliage so potentially they didn't see it.”

“I can understand if I was too late to get into the first group. I'm on a 
waiting list so will there be another pick up?”



Deer Park School, Fairfax: thinning, broom 
removal

Deer trail Ln, Mill Valley: Tam Crew burn piles removal

San Rafael: Removal of standing SOD 
and piles created by Americorps

Novato: removal of ~30 
piles created by 
Americorps

Kentfield: broom removal 

Benson Circle, Mill Valley: Shaded fuel break. 

On days when a crew had finished their routes early they were directed to 
local pre-determined projects. In anticipation of potential crew down time, 
cities, towns, and fire departments identified “neighborhood” vegetation 
mitigation projects that needed immediate attention and had relevant 
permits, permissions, and CEQA requirements in place before work 
began. Both fire departments and agencies chose highly visible projects 
with a history of citizen complaints and requests for mitigation.

FSM crews were able to supply tree climbers, bucket trucks,  mini skid 
steers, different sized saws, pole saws, and broom pullers, and had the 
required skills and equipment to handle the jobs. Project jobs included: 
tree removal, evacuation route clearance, completing jobs begun by 
Americorps and Tam Fire crews, horizontal and vertical clearance of 
essential fire roads and public streets, fuel breaks around schools, public 
parks, housing developments, and non-profit organizations,  and removal 
of Italian cypress and juniper from key locations.

Over the course of the chipper program 35 local agency jobs were 
completed and over 600 chipped cubic yards of fuel was removed. 



Difficult access is enabled with the long arm of the bucket truck

Mini skid steers can speed 
vegetation removal by utilizing a 
winch or grapple arm

A certified arborist can climb trees 
to safely take a tree down

Blowers are used to 
clean up after every 
pile is chipped

 4.5 ton excavator with 40 inch masticating 
head

Pole saw is essential for evacuation route 
clearance and tree limbing

Excavator to help load chipper Excavators and skid steers can be 
fitted with masticators and other 
attachments for specialty jobs

Different  sized 
saw are needed for 
different jobs 



CONFIDENTIAL

Responding to nature

In August, a dry lightning storm started the Woodward Fire in 
Inverness and brought the reality of wildfire threat to residents 
across Marin.   

FIRESafe MARIN’s immediate response was to divert the 
chipper crews from their regularly scheduled routes to help 
clear the evacuation routes of the threatened area and to 
remove chipper piles already waiting for them in anticipation 
of the FSM scheduled events for 8/26 and 8/31.  Additional 
crews were sent to remove the piles that the residents were 
continuing to build in a last ditch effort to create more 
defensible space.  The crews also created fuel breaks around 
water tanks and power sources and assisted residents in 
creating defensible space around their homes. Over 100 
chipped cubic yards went to the disposal site, half that again, 
was chipped in place.

The number of  reservations immediately went up in the 
subsequently scheduled chipper events.  Pile sizes increased 
as well.  Despite the invigorated interest in the chipper 
program, the resulting smoke and decrease in air quality 
conversely resulted in numerous reservations being cancelled 
in other areas.  FIRESafe MARIN received numerous requests 
to reschedule chipper events until after the smoke had 
cleared.  

“During the Woodward Fire, the 
presence and assistance of the 
fine folks doing the chipping as 
well as the folks handling 
communications and updates 
via email made a harrowing 
experience more manageable. 

 
and I applaud the county and all 
folks involved in making this 
happen.”
 – Pt. Reyes Station Resident



 

With only 19 days to build & deploy, there was continued iteration to improve 
crew experience and add in administrative capabilities as the program 
evolved.   The resident experience was the initial focus and remained stable 
throughout.

SURVEY INSIGHT

Administration

Crew

Residents



Chipper contractors

Marin Resource Recovery

Administration

TOTAL        $ 656,846

BUDGET

  

The value of a free chipper day exceeded the 
Measure C tax payment for most residents. The 
program raised awareness of the need for 
homeowners to create defensible space.  MWPA 
agencies utilized the program for important local 
fuel reduction projects. The efficiency of curbside 
pick ups reduced carbon emissions.  60% of the 
pick ups were in high and very high fire hazard 
severity zones. 

- An incremental 193.5 cubic yards of fuel was removed by 
residents.

- An estimated 1,700 miles of trips to dumps by smaller 
vehicles were eliminated.

- A critical community job was completed.

TOTAL $656,846



 

SURVEY INSIGHT



CONFIDENTIAL

Initial volatility was due to 
limited lead time to promote 
the events and overlap with 
other non MWPA Chipper 
events.

The 2 largest events with 
highest participation were 
the Woodacre events. There 
was volatility during periods 
with active smoke as some 
residents didn’t go outside 
during the preceding 
weekend.

Completed pick ups per total residences in an event area

Each event had available 
slots equal to 10% of 
residences in the event 
area.

While there was volatility 
by community we grew 
from 60% of available slots 
reserved to over 90% by 
end of the season.

Using 10% of dwellings



CONFIDENTIAL

Even when the number of participants was lower



CONFIDENTIAL

Source: Marin Fire Hazard Severity Zones  
https://gisopendata.marincounty.org/datasets/MarinCounty::fire-hazard-severity-zone

https://gisopendata.marincounty.org/datasets/MarinCounty::fire-hazard-severity-zone


is working with Fire Department representatives 
from each of the five MWPA zones to develop a proposal for a 
Countywide chipper program.   The next chipper program will need 
to start in early spring 2021.  The proposal will be submitted through 
the MWPA Operations Committee and the MWPA Board should 
anticipate a mid-year funding request. 
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FIRESafe MARIN recommends 
adoption of the following goals for 
the 2021 Chipper Program.





Bolinas Fire District

City of Larkspur

 City of Mill Valley

 City of San Rafael

 County of Marin

Inverness Public Utility District

Kentfield Fire Protection District   

 Marinwood Community Services District

 Muir Beach Community Services District

 Novato Fire Protection District

Sleepy Hollow Fire Protection District

Southern Marin Fire Protection District

Stinson Beach Fire Protection District

 Town of Corte Madera

 Town of Fairfax

 Town of Ross

 Town of San Anselmo 


